MVP-50P GLASS PANEL ENGINE & SYSTEM MONITOR

MVP-50P is Certified Primary Replacement. 5.55" x 5.15" x 2.4" Deep Engine and System Monitoring: The MVP-50P replaces over 15 Engine Instruments and 50 Functions in a single, full color, enhanced TFF glass display instrument. It features excellent viewability, even in direct sunlight. The MVP-50P is an unrivaled Engine and Aircraft System Monitor with an easy-to-read and easy-to-use format. There are Pilot-Programmable colors, ranges and limits, and a voice alarm for each instrument displayed. Its "System Page" displays trim, flaps, wheel status lights, many system parameters and annunciators. The MVP-50P provides many "Flight Data Screens" to reduce cockpit clutter and pilot workload. Some of these screens are: Fuel Management, Timers, Clocks and Date, Weight and Balance, Data Recording, Custom Checklists (Start, Taxi, Run-up w/ Mag Drop, Take Off, Landing, Emergency and more!), Custom Flight Plans, General Information (Aircraft Performance, Engine Diagnostics, VSI Lights, Table Displays, Real-Time Out, etc.), plus additional Screens, including: Flight Log, Max Data Log, Min Data Log and others. It's easy to create your own Custom Screens and download them to the MVP-50P through its USB port. Compatible with OP Technologies and Chelton. EGView Charting Software is also available for use with the MVP-50P. Other Functions Included: Help Screen; EGT & CHT Differentials; Shockcooling: Horsepower; Weight & Balance Data and Graphs; GPS Interface and Data; Fuel Efficiency; Fuel Used for Trip; Fuel Used Since Fill Up; Time to Empty; Distance to Empty; Fuel; Time and Distance to Way Point; Fuel Reserve; Time Reserve; Distance Reserve; Up and Down Timers; Flight and Tach Timers; Engine Hours; Date; Local and Zulu Time; Voice Warnings; Data Recording: selectable 33 – 6 min, 665 hours @ 6 seconds!

Airspeed, VFR Minimums, Altitude Table, Light Gun Signals, Transponder Codes, Frequencies, Real-Time Out (providing telemetry for UAV racers, etc.), plus additional Screens, including: Flight Log, Max Data Log, Min Data Log and others. Present for possible problems. In-Flight Data: The MVP-50P provides many "Flight Data Screens" to reduce cockpit clutter and pilot workload. Some of these screens are: Fuel Management, Timers, Clocks and Date, Weight and Balance, Data Recording, Custom Checklists (Start, Taxi, Run-up w/ Mag Drop, Take Off, Landing, Emergency and more!), Custom Flight Plans, General Information (Aircraft Performance, Engine Diagnostics, VSI Lights, Table Displays, Real-Time Out, etc.), plus additional Screens, including: Flight Log, Max Data Log, Min Data Log and others. It's easy to create your own Custom Screens and download them to the MVP-50P through its USB port. Compatible with OP Technologies and Chelton. EGView Charting Software is also available for use with the MVP-50P. Other Functions Included: Help Screen; EGT & CHT Differentials; Shockcooling: Horsepower; Weight & Balance Data and Graphs; GPS Interface and Data; Fuel Efficiency; Fuel Used for Trip; Fuel Used Since Fill Up; Time to Empty; Distance to Empty; Fuel; Time and Distance to Way Point; Fuel Reserve; Time Reserve; Distance Reserve; Up and Down Timers; Flight and Tach Timers; Engine Hours; Date; Local and Zulu Time; Voice Warnings; Data Recording: selectable 33 – 6 min, 665 hours @ 6 seconds!

Optional output Interfaces available for MVP PKGS listed above

MVP-50P Head Only Display unit only! May be used to display parameters in a second location Display Only 10-01193 $2,959.00

Prices Subject to Change Without Notice